ΘΕΜΑ 1. ΚΑΤΑΝΟΗΣΗ ΓΡΑΠΤΟΥ ΛΟΓΟΥ
Read the text and decide if each statement (1-10) is True (A) False (B) or Not Mentioned (C).

On Duty
The attacker, named Radouane Lakdim, was born in Morocco and lived in Carcassone, France. He was known
to the police for petty crimes and drug-dealing. He had been under surveillance in 2016 and 2017 but had
showed no signs he was going to carry out an attack.
Just after 10 am on Friday, Lakdim stopped a white Opel Corsa car on the outskirts of Carcassone, before
shooting and killing the passenger and seriously injuring the driver.
Lakdim then drove to a Super U supermarket in Trebes, a sleepy town near Carcassone. At about 11 am, he
walked into the shop shouting Allahu Akbar and opened fire, killing one supermarket worker and one
customer.
When members of the French police attempted to evacuate the supermarket, they found out that Lakdim
was holding several hostages. A member of the police volunteered to take the hostages’ place. The gunman
agreed to the swap, so the policeman stayed with him while the rest of the
people were let free. The policeman left his mobile phone line open on a
table so security forces outside the supermarket could hear what was going
on inside. When security forces outside the store heard via the telephone
that a shot was fired, they immediately stormed the supermarket and shot
Lakdim dead. Lt Col Arnaud Beltram, the policeman who had swapped
place with the hostages, was found seriously injured. Early on Saturday
morning, the French interior ministry announced that he had died from his injuries.
.

STATEMENTS

1. Lakdim was known to the police as a serious criminal.
2. Police didn’t expect violent action from him soon.
3. Lakdim knew the driver of the Opel Corsa.
4. At the time of the attack, it was raining heavily.
5. Lakdim kept hostages in the supermarket.
6. A policeman was forced to change place with the hostages.
7. The policeman found a way to inform the police about the
situation inside the supermarket.
8. The police entered the supermarket after receiving a phone call.
9. The police immediately arrested Lakdim.
10. The policeman died the following day
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ΘΕΜΑ 2α. ΛΕΞΙΚΟΓΡΑΜΜΑΤΙΚΗ
Fill each gap in sentences 11-20 with the correct option from the box below (A-J). Use each option only
once.

A. volunteers
F. carry out

B. attacker
G. customer

C. sleepy
H. passengers

D.
I.

security
injured

11.

The Jones family had a car accident and got seriously ________.

12.

Students try to _________ experiments during their chemistry lesson.

13.

All the_________on the plane to London arrived safe to their destination.

14.

Trebes is a _________town without any serious problems.

15.

The car bomb_________managed to escape after the explosion.

16.

He _________ to get out of the burning house through an open window.

17.

For_________reasons video cameras will be placed in the city centre.

18.

Mr Harrison is a regular _________ at our department store.

19.

The beach was cleaned by _________ last week.

20.

He was arrested after a two-week _________ operation.

E.
J.

attempted
surveillance

